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1. cellar
Sentence: We have a cellar under our house for storage.
Definition: underground room used for storage

2. tractor
Sentence: The farmer drove the tractor, pulling a plow.
Definition: vehicle used to pull farm machinery

3. flavor
Sentence: The flavor of the ice cream is chocolate.
Definition: a distinctive taste

4. thunder
Sentence: I saw lightning, then I heard thunder.
Definition: a loud sound produced by lightning

5. cougar
Sentence: A mountain lion is also called a cougar.
Definition: a large member of the cat family

6. pillar
Sentence: The pillar helps support the porch roof.
Definition: a slender vertical support structure

7. chapter
Sentence: Please turn to chapter two, page sixteen.
Definition: section of a written work, usually numbered

8. border
Sentence: A fence will border the vegetable garden.
Definition: to surround, edge, encircle

9. mayor



Sentence: The person who runs our city is the mayor.
Definition: the elected head of a town or city

10. calendar
Sentence: My calendar has pictures for each month.
Definition: table showing each day, week or month of the year

11. anger
Sentence: Do not show your anger by yelling at me.
Definition: extreme displeasure, rage

12. quarter
Sentence: Three months is a quarter of a year.
Definition: one of four equal parts making up a whole

13. senator
Sentence: A senator is a member of a body of lawmakers.
Definition: member of a lawmaking body

14. lunar
Sentence: Lunar vehicles are driven on the moon.
Definition: having to do with the moon

15. passenger
Sentence: A driver takes a passenger to a destination.
Definition: one riding in a vehicle but not driving it

16. proper
Sentence: Use proper etiquette at the dinner table.
Definition: suitable, decent, accurate, or mannerly

17. major
Sentence: Major roads have more traffic than minor ones.
Definition: most important, greater

18. elevator
Sentence: A tiny elevator carried us straight upstairs.
Definition: box or platform used to lift things and people



19. popular
Sentence: The popular boy will be named class president.
Definition: liked by everyone, having to do with people

20. bitter
Sentence: The dark chocolate was bitter without sugar.
Definition: with a disagreeable sharp taste

21. stellar
Sentence: I cheered wildly at the stellar performance.
Definition: highest quality or outstanding

22. clamor
Sentence: The protestors clamor on about their cause.
Definition: make much noise or loud exclamation

23. tremor
Sentence: The earthquake caused a tremor.
Definition: a vibration, shaking or quaking

24. circular
Sentence: The round plate had a circular shape.
Definition: having a round form

25. adviser
Sentence: Her adviser gives lots of good counsel.
Definition: someone who counsels
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